Cherry Parker’s March 2021 Newsletter
Do the weeks go quicker when it is summer?
It is definitely a question to ponder. Sadly, our summer here in New Zealand is beginning to
show signs of coming to an end. The nights are closing in slightly and the trees are showing
some brown leaves.
We had a brief lockdown in February when a few cases of Covid arrived in the community in
Auckland. I always have a haircut scheduled and have a sneaky suspicion that our Prime
Minister knows this when she decides to lock us down. And another at the end of the month
but I had got my hair cut by then!
It is a good time to catch up on things that are on the list. Emails to send, people to contact,
patterns to be completed.
Unfortunately, our Handcraft and Stitching group session was in the middle of the week of a
lockdown so it is now scheduled for mid-March.

My ‘Holly and the Ivy’ design was accepted in the USA for this coming Christmas. Now the
thinking cap goes on for Christmas 2022!

Another gnome to add to the collection is one who is a beach combing one, hence the name
- BeachGnomer. Very easy and quick to stitch .

The sock gnomes talked about earlier in the year also sew up very quickly.

All at my ETSY shop https://www.etsy.com/nz/shop/CherryParkerDesign

Finding ways for people to display cross stitch is an ongoing thing. We don’t all want our walls
covered with cross stitch in the traditional frame. It is also nice to have an easy option to
change the stitching about a lot. Whether it be seasonally or merely on a whim.
I began looking on-line, which is a fatal mistake as you tend to wander down every rabbit hole
you find, in search of a possible answer.
However, I did find a finished product that looked perfect. The cross stitch was mounted on
a Styrofoam ball. I emailed the person who stitches them who
just happens to live in Ukraine. The ladies who live there and in
Poland, Russia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria stitch lovely
three dimensional patterns that are beautiful, although
sometimes a challenge. It is worth taking a look at their work
which is nothing like the patterns that originate from Britain or
USA.
Irina
from
Ukraine
emailed back promptly
and said she only sold the finished product and never
sold the patterns with instructions on how to cover the
ball. Oh dear. Of course, when someone tells you, you
can’t do something or it doesn’t exist, that can never
be the end. It is only just getting exciting.
When you can’t find something or don’t know how to
do it, YouTube is always a good bet. Someone, somewhere, has always had the same problem

and will give their idea as to how to fix it. And sure enough there was the answer to my
problem. A lovely lady demonstrating, step by step, how she covered a Styrofoam ball with
fabric, nicely and neatly. She narrated the entire clip in Spanish but you can easily get the gist
of it all.
Something else to think about. More ideas to cram into my head! These projects are small
and quick to complete. We don’t always want a large project and small items like this make
lovely gifts at short notice.

Speaking of Irina from Ukraine, a shout out needs
to go to Irina from Auckland – originally Russia.
Our Irina, is a wonderfully colourful artist who
sees the bright side of life. Her work can be
purchased as paintings, prints, glass cases,
wallets, purses, cushions, cards and her not to be
missed calendars. Her paintings are vibrant and
lively and I have one on my wall. At last, she has
decided it is time to produce a newsletter. If you
have a spare moment take a look at her work and
sign up for the newsletter. We won’t be disappointed.

www.irinavelman.co.nz

Branching out to something a bit different are the ribbon wrapped Styrofoam eggs for Easter.
These are very quick to make, look effective and colourful and use up bits and bobs that
anyone who sews has in boxes and drawers.
They are only small eggs - 3” high and are wrapped with 6mm ribbon which is available in
larger $2 and $3 dollar shops that have a sewing section.

Wrapping must be tight or otherwise the ribbon will fall off. Secure at the ‘base’ of each egg
and occasionally at the top. Decorate to your heart's content with whatever you have in your
stash.

More icons to stitch on your map of New Zealand.
The outline and the first part of the map is in the December newsletter – archived on my
website www.cherryparker.co.nz
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All cross stitch is worked with 2 strands of thread over 2 strands of 25 count white Lugana
evenweave fabric. Backstitching is worked with one strand of thread.
•
•

Jandals – bs around the sole with one strand of the jandals with one strand of 796
and the top straps with two strands.
Buzzy Bee – bs with one strand of 310.

Ramblings are complete for this month and it is back to working out the easiest way to cover
the Styrofoam balls with completed cross stitch. New is never easy!
As always, request a pattern, ask a question, or unsubscribe at cherry.parker@xtra.co.nz
Cherry

www.cherryparker.co.nz

